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Abstract

In this paper, we present an environment for labelling and testing of melodic aspects of spoken language. The environment has three modes of application: First, the environment provides labelling facilities for a model-based melodic description for German. Second, it supports a language independent pre-theoretical description of speech melody allowing the development of new melodic categories. Third, our test bed can be used to generate speech samples with controlled melodic parameters for further use in perception experiments. The melodic description facilities (model-based, pre-theoretical) are supported by visual and audible feedback allowing a step-by-step refinement of the melodic description in question.

2 Linguistic background

For the mode of model-based labelling, our environment uses the pitch movements defined by Adriaens (1991) as predefined labels. This model is based on the work by ’t Hart/Collier/Cohen (1990). They assume that in spoken language all perceptively relevant changes in pitch can be described by means of a finite set of local and global pitch movements.

According to Adriaens (1991), the set of melodic items for German contains 12 local pitch movements and a declination component. The pitch movements are defined with respect to their position in the syllable (vowel onset, end of the voiced part of the syllable), their range (in semitones (ST)) and their duration (in milliseconds). Adriaens (1991) distinguishes five falling and seven rising pitch movements. As declination component Adriaens (1991) suggests five parallel declination lines in a logarithmic scale. The lines have a distance of 2.5 ST to each other. In non-final parts of utterances the overall decline of the lines is 6.1 ST and in final parts 8.5 ST. For the description of German speech melody the most relevant lines are the first, the third and the fourth declination line. The lines serve as a grid in which the local pitch movements are embedded.

It is known that the exact phonetic/acoustic definition of pitch movements depends also on factors like emotions or speaking rate. Shriberg et al. (1996)
Figure 1 shows a screen dump of our test bed in the model-based labelling modus: The window in the second row displays the original speech signal, the window below shows the F0-contour of the speech signal and the calculated F0-contour (straight lines) as an overlay. The calculated F0-contour is derived from the chosen melodic labels given in the bottom display. The numbers denote different types of falling, the small letters denote different types of rising pitch movements, 'D' corresponds to a declination line. The window in the fourth row contains the speech signal, which has been resynthesised with the calculated F0-values. Further, the facilities offered by our environment can be seen in the menu-bars (mouse-menu, LaU- and resynthesis window).

have shown such an effect in the case of “Speaking Up” and Vroomen et al. (1993) investigate the relation between emotions and melodic and durational features of speech. Emotionally or fastly spoken utterances can have melodic attributes to the effect, that the helpfulness of the auditive feedback in the model-based labelling mode decreases. In the worst case it won’t support the decision which melodic label to choose anymore. As a solution which allows the model-based melodic labelling of emotional or fast speech our environment offers in the mode of model-based labelling to insert scaling factors.

The pre-theoretical melodic description that our environment offers relies on the method of approximating the original F0-contour with a minimum set of straight lines. The aim here is to preserve the perceptual equality between the utterance with the original F0-contour and the utterance with the approximated F0-contour. A further analysis of an appropriate set of line segments can be used for the definition of new pitch movements (t’ Hart/Collier/Cohen 1991).

For both kinds of the melodic description a resynthesis of the original speech utterance either with the model-based F0-values or with the F0-values which result from the pre-theoretical description is required. A well-known possibility to compute utterances with altered F0-contours is given by means of the Pitch Synchronous OverLAp technique developed by Moulines/Charpentier (1990).

3 The Labelling- and Testing Environment: LaU

The model-based labelling mode of our environment
offers a variety of choices which arise from the combination of the underlying melodic model and the degrees of freedom offered by the labelling environment. First of all, local and global pitch movement are computed separately. That means, in our implementation, the user can make a melodic description in which local and global pitch movements follows Adriaens (1991) proposals (Figure 1) - in this case the environment offers a set of predefined labels - or he is free to combine the pre-defined local pitch movements with a decision component of his own choice.

To allow model-based melodic labelling even of very different speaking styles (emotional, very fast) our environment offers a scaling facility which allows an adapting of the underlying melodic items to the different speech styles.

The pre-theoretic description allows a melodic description in terms of user defined lines. The rise or fall of the line segments can be determined in frequency values or in semitones. This application mode can be used for the development of new melodic categories (e.g. for other languages than German) or it can be used to define any wanted F0-contour for further purposes.

Both kinds of melodic description (model-based, model-independent) are supported by a visual and an acoustic feedback mechanism (Figure 1). The aims of these feedbacks in the application mode of model-based labelling are twofold, firstly to facilitate the decision which label to choose and secondly, to make the process of melodic labelling intersubjective more reliable. In the mode of pre-theoretical melodic description the acoustic feedback can be used e.g. to test whether the aim of perceptual equality has been maintained or it can be used to compute speech signals with altered F0-contours.

### 4 Realization

The environment for the labelling and testing of melodic aspects of speech (Figure 2) is implemented in C and is integrated into the ESPS/XWaves environment. We have choosen to integrate our environment into ESPS/XWaves, because ESPS/XWaves is a world wide used speech analysis program that is available for various types of work-stations and that offers lots of processing and labelling facilities which now can be used in combination with our environment. For the needed resynthesis-facilities of LaU the PSOLA-algorithm is used in the frequency domain.

**Figure 2** shows the main components of the labelling and test environment (surrounded by double lines) and its input and output files.

### 5 Applications

We tested our environment in its three domains of application: model-based melodic labelling, model-independent melodic description and the generation of speech samples with controlled melodic parameters. In the different application procedures two sets of German spontaneous utterances were used: the first corpus contains instruction dialogues in a man-machine-interaction (Brindópke et al. 1995) and the second corpus consists of spontaneous instruction dialogues between two human dialog partners (Sagerer et al. 1994).

First, for the testing of the model-based labelling mode of our environment a set of 100 spontaneous German utterances which was selected of corpus one and two was labelled.

Second, the environment was tested in its application mode of pre-theoretical melodic description. For that purpose the F0-contours of a set of 38 spontaneous German utterances (samples out of the second corpus) were approximated in straight lines with the aim of preserving the perceptual equality.

For the testing of the environment as a tool for generating speech samples with controlled melodic parameters we supplied 48 resynthesised spontaneous utterances as test stimuli for a perception experiment. The aim of the perception experiment was to evaluate the melodic model which is used in our

---

1. For more detailed description of the usage of the environment see Brindópke/Bahle (1997). Roughly, the usage of the environment requires first to create files with the ESPS/XWaves-option 'xlabelf' in which the chosen melodic description is written. The extensions of the files show which information they contain (e.g. 'f0' for files with model-based melodic labels, 'cl' for files with global pitch information). Then the options of the environment can be choosen in the mouse-menu (e.g. 'Edit' to compute the F0-contour which results from the melodic description, 'Tool resynthesis' to resynthesise the utterance with the new F0-contour).

2. Based on an PSOLA-implementation of Dik Hermes.
environment for the model-based labelling mode for spontaneous German speech. 24 spontaneous German utterances of the second corpus were resynthesised in two versions. In version one the speech melody was altered with the model-based labelling mode according to Adriaens (1991). In version two the local pitch movements were changed with the facilities of our pre-theoretical melodic description mode into British English speech melody according to Willems (1988) while the decline of the first declination line follows Adriaens (1991) proposal for German.

In neither of the three applications problems arise in the use of our environment. For final discussion of the application results see the following section.

6 Conclusions

Although the underlying model for the model-based labelling mode meets the demands of spontaneous German speech in general, two limitations can be observed: first, the positioning of some of the pitch movements was proven to show a larger degree of freedom than predicted by the model. This concerns especially those pitch movements whose position is defined with respect to the end of the voiced part of the syllable. Because the positioning of the melodic items is left to the responsibility of the user this weakness of the model does not concern the model-based labelling facilities of our environment. Second, the model does not account for the influences of emotions or speaking rate to the definition of the pitch movements. As it is defined, it meets the demands of spontaneous, not highly emotional German speech fairly well at a speaking rate of about 5.5 syllables per second. With increasing speech rate or in highly emotional speech the performance of the model decreases. This concerns especially the auditory feedback facilities of our environment: in the worst case, the auditory feedback can no longer be used for further improvement of the melodic labelling in question. Therefore for the model-based labelling mode of our environment a scaling facility has been incorporated. The exact definition of the scaling factor is left to the user and can vary accordingly to the special characteristics of different speech data (highly emotional, very fast speech).

The second and third mode of application (pre-theoretical melodic description, generation of speech samples with altered F0-contours) proved to be rather unproblematic. Desirable extensions of the labelling and testing environment are for example the integration of a mechanism to control the prosodic parameter duration (e.g. PSOLA in the time domain).
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